
Design 4 Mattia Darò lessons



15 October: open lesson

22 October: first checks

29 October: slide show presentation

5 November: last checks

12 November: final presentation (little A5 format book)

goal: production of a concept idea



HYPER GLOBALIZATION:
way of life



Globalization, which is a phenomenon that comes from afar (just look at the graph above), has 
not only led to economic / cultural dynamics on society, in a continuous and determined search 
for simplification of exchanges beyond geographical distances but has changed and shaped our 
way of life, especially trying to assume a profile defined above all in living our experiences, that 

can become "marketizable"



The culmination is perhaps the experience of social networks in which our personal 
life becomes a marketing product, reworked by algorithms to take on a 

communicative identity.
Communication precedes reality, we sell our experiences.



Today we can say that tourism represents the most important and symbolic industry of 
these phenomena of hyper-globalization.

Tourism is a typical brand experience: not a real experience but a mediatic one, a way to 
have a idealization of the travel.

Today we consider tourist anybody who moves (and not just for leisure) tourism is not 
travel but a lifestyle.

Tourists as nomadic inhabitants, serial consumers, multiple identities.





1522 mld $

Revenues from international tourism

84mln

It is estimated that the total 
annual revenue from tourism 
is instead around

Foreign visitors to France
(the most visited country in the world by 
foreigners)

50mln Foreign visitors to Italy

7600 mld $World data relating only to 
international tourism, 
excluding the domestic one





2018:
1,400











Venetian Palace, 
Las Vegas, 2017



Pasquale Iaconantonio, Roma Interrotta [a.p.o.v.], rielaborazione di disegni sulla base delle vedute di Piranesi, 2017



Robert Venturi, Roma Interrotta, 1978



Duane Hanson, Tourists, 1970



Duane Hanson, Tourist II, 1989



Ritratto di Goethe nella campagna Romana, di Tischbein, 1787



Tim Davis, 
Aqueduct golf, 
2008



G.P.Pannini, 
Galleria di 
vedute di Roma 
antica, 1757



Martin Parr, Italy 
Rome Piazza 
Navona, 2005



Jacques-Louis 
David, Il 
giuramento 
degli Orazi, 
1784



Martin Parr, 
Italy Rome, 
2005



Ditlev Blunck, Danske kunstnere 
på at romersk osteri,

1837



Foto di scena del 
film “Roma” di 
Federico Fellini, 

1972

https://youtu.be/lNIlpYjHkUs


Mario Cresci, 
Fontana di 
Trevi being 
restored, 1990



Gianni Berengo 
Gardin, Cinecittà, 
1986



Photo from the set of 
“Totòtruffa62” by 
Camillo Mastrocinque, 
1962

https://youtu.be/0BybcKpxdS8


Henri Cartier Bresson, 
Rome, 1959



Photo from the set of Federico Fellini’s “La dolce vita”, the  Anita Ekberg’s fountain bath, 1960

https://youtu.be/iGmjp8Hlvp8


Photo from the set of Federico Fellini’s “Le tentazioni del dottor Antonio” with Anita Ekberg walking among the EUR buildings,1960

https://youtu.be/AXETLxUSlJQ


Jep Gambardella in Parco degli Acquedotti, The Great Beauty, 2014

https://youtu.be/QtzUyE7Bjv4


Martin Parr,
The leaning 
tower f Pisa, 
1990



Martin Parr



Gianni Berengo 
Gardin Mostri a 
Venezia, 2013



Brad Farwell 
RAPTURE 
(PANTHEON) 
(Italy, 2010)



Brad Farwell 
Untitled (2949), 
2009



G.B.Piranesi
Via Appia Antica 
e Via Ardeatina, 
1756



Giovanni Paolo Pannini, 
Capriccio di rovine: rovina 
romana con un profeta, 1751



Superstudio, 
Continuous 
monument. 
View of Piazza 
Navona, 1971



Superstudio, 
Grand Hotel 
Colosseo, a 
drawing from 
'The Continuous 
Monument' 
project, 1969



Spot Mulino 
Bianco, 1994

https://youtu.be/8HLGp3a0W_s


Lokomotiv
Absolute architecture, city vs. sprawl



41,7%

Families with only one component

64,6%

Rome

Municipio I

45% Milan

Data: ISTAT 2011





Airbnb, data about Rome

25.275 ads

60% home/apartment
39% private rooms
1% shared rooms

78 nights/year
medium price 90€/night
average monthly turnover 511€

http://insideairbnb.com/rome/




http://creativity-online.com/work/airbnb-welcome-to-airbnb/37976




link

https://www.airbnb.it/rooms/55948




+



A night at IKEA with AIRBNB, Tempe, Sidney



Source: EBTL Tourism Office Regione Lazio



average duration of tourist stay in Rome

A city for 2,5 days

Source: EBTL Tourism Office Regione Lazio





24 ikea

the commercial area of Rome is equivalent to 24 ikea

Source: NPRG





I would like that you use techniques such as photos, photocollage, diagrams, 
short texts, to prepare your concept book on the topic of the thesis:

the experience of ice cream, or rather of choco-ice cream in relation of the 
italian way of life.



At the same way of the tourist experience, enter in a global market (as 
Venchi is doing) means designing an experience to put on the market.

Which experience can be better for Venchi to sell the ice cream experience?



Silvano Venchi
From 1878



2000
First Venchi Store

2007
Birth of the Venchi choco ice cream





Bernardo Buontalenti
Artista e architetto, 1531-1608



Audrey Hepburn 
Roman holidays



Barack Obama



Kim Kardashian



Chiara Ferragni 
(Instagram profile)


